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Name:  _key_ 
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

ECE x70 Exam No. 1 (100pts. - 25% of the final grade) 

General Remarks 

Do not use back side for answers.  Back side of this test will not be graded.  Attach more pages if necessary.  Midterm 

progress grade will be calculated based on this exam (75%) and homework (25%). Three pages of cheat sheet are allowed. 

DL: 15 ERR: __ PTS: __ MPTS: __ MGR: __ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points, MPTS – total midterm points, MGR – total midterm grade. 

Problem 1A (15pts.) 

Consider the following function FN, and a main program that utilizes it. Indicate what will be printed.  
 

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 

// *** assume no pointer typecasting errors *** 

 

void FN(int m, int &n, int *o, int *p, int *q) { 

    int a=201, b=202, c=203; 

    m=301; n=302; *o=303; *p=304; *q=305; 

    { 

        int n=401; 

        m=501; n=502; *p=503; *q=504; 

    } 

    // *o = new int; o=601; 

} 

 

void main() { 

    int a=101, b=102, c=103; 

    int *d = new int; *d=201; 

    int *e = new int; *e=202; 

 

    FN(a, b, &c, &d, e); 

 

    cout<<" "<<a<<" "<<b<<" "<<c<<" "<<*d<<" "<<*e<<" "<<endl; 

} /* PRINTED:  

            _101_     _302_     _303_     _???_     _504_     _____     _____ 

 

   Note: some fields may remain blank, each mistake costs 3 points until 15 reached  

*/ 

Problem 1B Quick Questions (10pts.) 

Answer the following questions  either by writing in an answer into a blank, or circling correct one from the list: 

 

The range of values that can be stored in signed char is from  __-128_ to  ___127_ 

 

The minimum value that can be stored in unsigned long int is _____0_ (you can use -2xx-1, etc) 

 

The expression sqrt(-1.0) evaluates to: nothing-crash      0      Inf     NaN 

 

The expression sqrt(-1.0)*0.0 evaluates to: nothing-crash      0      Inf     NaN 

 

The loop for(int x=1; x>=0; x=x*2) ; runs forever     eventually ends 
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Problem 2A (20pts.) 

Write a complete short program that 

- opens the file with a name  stored in FileName to read from in ASCII mode.  

- reports “missing file” error text to cout if file not found and exits the program 

- reads one integer number from the file to check the file contents 

- reports “data type error” text to cout if number cannot be read 

- reports “file format version error”text to cout if the number is lower than 4 or higher than 6 

- prints “file format verified OK” if no errors were detected 

- cleans up files and/or streams as necessary 
 

#include <iostream> 

#include <string> 

#include            <_fstream_______> // do you need extra any library/libraries? 

using namespace std; 

const string FileName=”data.txt”; 

void main() { 

 

  ifstream FileVariable; 

 

  FileVariable.open( FileName.c_str() ); 

 

  if (FileVariable.fail() ) cerr << “missing file” << endl; 

 

  else { 

 

    int DataVariable; 

 

    FileVariable >> DataVariable; 

 

    if (FileVariable.fail() ) cerr << “data type error” << endl; 

 

    else if (DataVariable<4 || DataVariable>6) cerr << “file format error” << endl; 

 

    FileVariable.close(); 

 

  } 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

} 

Problem 2B Quick Questions (5pts.) 

Answer the following questions either by writing in an answer into a blank, or circling correct one from the list: 

 
The file name in the program above can have space character inside. false   true 

 

The same file can be open simultanously for reading and writing.  false   true 

 

The same file can be open for writing and closed multiple times.  false   true 
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Problem 3A (15pts.) 

Implement contents of a function that accepts one string passed by constant reference (one each 

time the function is called) and returns an integer value 1, 2, or 3 depending whether wind 

direction was found to be as “S”, “SE”, or “E”. In case the wind direction is something else or 

string is too short, return -1. The data format for this function is as follows (several strings are 

shown): 

 

 
 

 

int detectDirection(const string & data) { 

 

  if (data.size()<16) return(-1) 

 

  if (data[14]== ‘S’ && data[15]== ‘ ’) return(1); 

 

  if (data[14]== ‘S’ && data[15]== ‘E’) return(2); 

 

  if (data[14]== ‘E’ && data[15]== ‘ ’) return(3); 

 

  return(-1); 

 

 

 

 

} 

Problem 3B Quick Questions (10pts.) 

Answer the following questions either by writing in an answer into a blank, or circling correct one from the list: 

 
When a a function string::find(what) is called and  

the substring what is not found then the value returned is… _string::npos_ 

 

 

String size string::size() returns the number of characters  

including the terminating null character \0  false true 

 

 

You have a string called DATA in your code. How would you check if this string is 

empty?  There are at least three methods to do it, and two of them efficient. 

 

 

Method 1:  _if (DATA.empty() )_ 

 

 

Method 2:  _if (DATA.size()==0 ) 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

O K  2 0 1 2 0 2 2 7 S 7 6 . 6 8 8 5 1

O K  2 0 1 2 0 2 2 8 S E 9 9 . 7 4 7 4 0

O K  2 0 1 2 0 2 2 9 E 1 8 . 6 9 8 8 3

O K  2 0 1 2 0 3 0 1 S W 6 2 . 7 0 8 4 1

O K  2 0 1 2 0 2 0 2 N

O K  2 0 1 2 0 3

O K  2 0 1 2 0 2 0 2 N W 4 7 . 1 4 7 9 9
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Problem 4 (15pts.) 

Implement comparison of two object variables of type class MovingAvg.  Implement == and != 

that are inline and not class member functions nor class friends. They shall accept objects to be 

compared, and return Boolean.  Definition: two objects are identical if both avg and grow are 

identical regardless of the values of C1 and C2. 
 

//* THE HEADER FILE – MovingAvg.h * 

#ifndef __MYCLASS 

#define __MYCLASS 

#include <iostream> 

class MovingAvg { 

private: 

    const  double C1, C2; // coefficients for adjusting the moving average 

    double avg;          // moving average computed as shown in updAverage(.) 

    bool   grow;         // true if the average increased after most recent update 

public: 

    MovingAvg(double new_c) 

        : avg(0.0), C1(new_c), C2(1.0-new_c), grow(false) { }  

    void updAverage(double x)  { double na = avg*C1+x*C2; grow=(na>avg); avg=na; } 

    double  getAverage() const { return(avg);  }  

    bool    getTrend()   const { return(grow); } 

}; 

 

inline bool operator==(const MovingAvg& a, const MovingAvg& b) { 

    return(a.getAverage()==b. getAverage() && a.getTrend()==b.getTrend()); 

} 

 

inline bool operator!=(const MovingAvg& a, const MovingAvg& b) { 

    return(a.getAverage()!=b. getAverage() || a.getTrend()!=b.getTrend()); 

} 

 

 

 

#endif 

Your implementation file: 

#include "MovingAvg.h" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Problem 3B Quick Questions (10pts.) 

Is MovingAverage::getAverage() an inline function? YES   /  NO 

 

Is MovingAverage::getAverage()capable of changing avg if its implementation is different? YES   /  NO 

 

Can you access C1 and C2 from the compared objects in your comparison functions? YES   /  NO 

 

Can a function in general be both a friend and belong to the same class at the same time? YES   /  NO 
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Problem 5A (15pts.) 

Please divide the following code into three files: LIB.H, LIB.CPP, and PROG.CPP.  Draw lines dividing 

the code below into these files and add additional text as necessary. 
#include <cmath> #include <iostream> using namespace std; 

 

See the example discussed in class and posted for solution – the same code 

 

 

 

 

double DIST(double x1, double y1, double x2, double y2); 

 

 

double AREA(double leg_a, double leg_b, double leg_c); 

 

 

 

 

double sqr (double x); 

 

 

 

 

double DIST(double x1, double y1, double x2, double y2) { 

    return( sqrt( sqr(x2-x1) + sqr(y2-y1) ) ); 

} 

 

double AREA(double a, double b, double c) { 

    double p=(a+b+c)/2.0; double ar=std::sqrt(p*(p-a)*(p-b)*(p-c)); 

return(ar); 

} 

 

double sqr (double x) { return(x*x); } 

 

 

 

 

 

 

int main() { 

    cout << "Please enter the coordinates of the triangle vertices and press 

ENTER." << endl; 

    double x1, y1, x2, y2, x3, y3; cin >> x1 >> y1 >>x2 >> y2 >> x3 >> y3; 

    double d1=DIST(x1, y1, x2, y2); double d2=DIST(x3, y3, x2, y2); 

    double d3=DIST(x1, y1, x3, y3); double area=AREA(d1, d2, d3); 

    cout << "The area of the triangle is " << area << endl; 

    return(0); 

} 

 

Problem 5 Quick Questions (10pts.) 

Does linker error point to a specific line of source code. YES   /  NO 

 

Can a function prototype be declared but never implemented, if the function is never used/called? YES   /  NO 

 

Can a function prototype be declared but never implemented, if the function is used in the program? YES   /  NO 

 

Can a function be inline and declared and implemented in a .CPP file? YES   /  NO 


